An intuitive method is presented for detecting pseudosymmetries in Z 0 > 1 cases as a complement to well-proven strategies already available in the literature. It is based in the simple idea that the mid-points between equivalent atoms in symmetrically related molecules are disposed according to simple well-known patterns, which are easily recognizable by optical inspection. A number of Z 0 = 4 cases in the literature are analyzed, which allows some of the potentialities of the method to be revealed.
Introduction
The intriguing problem of homomolecular organic compounds crystallizing with Z 0 > 1 has puzzled scientists from the beginning of modern structural crystallography [Z 0 = 4 (Hendricks, 1928) , Z 0 = 4 (Schulze, 1934) and Z 0 = 8 (Bernal et al., 1940) ], and it has continued to attract the interest of crystallographers up to the present (e.g. Brock & Duncan, 1994; Desiraju, 1999; Steed, 2003; Hao et al., 2005; Nichol & Clegg, 2007; Bernstein et al., 2008; Gavezzotti, 2008; Gö rbitz et al., 2009; Siegler & Stavitski, 2010) . The number of Z 0 > 1 structures is large, though difficult to evaluate: a statistical survey of the crystal structures archived in the Cambridge Structural Database (CSD; Groom et al., 2016) may not be representative of the frequency of their occurrence since these compounds tend to crystallize under non-optimal conditions, sometimes impairing their structural resolution and, concomitantly, their appearance in the scientific literature. Anyway, our most recent check of the number of published structures in the CSD (Version 5.39, latest update of August 2018) gave for Z 0 > 1 about 1% of the total number of entries, distributed as shown in Fig. 1 .
There may be various reasons for such a behaviour, but the most relevant for our analysis is probably the compromise between conflicting intermolecular interactions and packing requirements. In these cases, packing re-accommodation can usually be facilitated by the increase in internal energy, e.g. as that provided by external heating, eventually promoting a phase transition with increased symmetry at the expense of a decrease in Z 0 . On the other hand, not all reported structures with Z 0 > 1 should necessarily be taken as authentic: some of them may be structural resolution artefacts, e.g. because of unrecognized crystal twinning (Herbstein, 1964) , domain intergrowth of two or more different polymorphs (Bernstein et al., 2008; Bond, 2009) or simply because of a wrong initial cell/crystal system assignment.
Thus, in the light of what has been discussed already, it would be good policy to treat any Z 0 > 1 case with some care ISSN 2053 ISSN -2296 # 2019 International Union of Crystallography regarding the correctness of the symmetry treatment or the quality of the crystal used. On the other hand, when all the powerful symmetry checks available (e.g. ADDSYM in PLATON; Spek, 2009 ) have been successfully passed, a probable subsequent step could be to analyze the kind and degree of pseudosymmetry (if any at all) which may be present in the structure: depending on how stringent a definition of the phenomenon is made, its rate of appearance in these types of structures has been evaluated as ranging from one-tenth (Desiraju et al., 1991) to one-quarter (Steed, 2003) of the total number. This rate increases with increasing Z 0 , and for Z 0 > 4, for instance, the percentage of structures with pseudosymmetry has been estimated to be >50% (Brock, 2016) .
The pseudosymmetry problem has already been profusely treated in the literature and its analysis adequately implemented in several computer programs, those known to the author being PLATON/ADDSYM (Spek, 2009; details in Mackay, 1984) , PARST95 (Nardelli, 1995 ; details therein), CRYSTALS (Betteridge et al., 2003; details in Collins et al., 2006) and PSEUDO (implemented online in the Bilbao Crystallographic Server, details in Capillas et al., 2011) . Some others point to the detection of a possible higher metrical symmetry of the lattice, such as CREDUC (Le Page, 1982) , and its independent implementation and extension in PLATON/LEPAGE (Spek, 2009) A common factor of all these implementations is a fairly rigorous approach, providing plenty of valuable information. In some of them, the strategy lies in individually pinpointing hidden symmetry operations, somehow resembling the analysis of a forest in a tree-by-tree fashion, which sometimes leads to a reduced view of the whole landscape. In others, the complete structure (the forest) is considered as a whole, through complex group-subgroup symmetry considerations, maximal supergroup derivations etc., with the danger of losing sight of individual trees. The aim of the present work is to complement these well-proven strategies with an extremely simple and intuitive tool which could provide a comprehensive view of the whole landscape with due attention to the individual details, sometimes allowing the discovery of potential local space groups describing the pseudosymmetric arrangements and, occasionally, the guessing of reasons for the existence of frustrated symmetries.
Finally, this project was initially undertaken in order to deal with a Z 0 = 4 case we were studying (presented in the following paper; Garraza et al., 2019) , and for whose intriguing pseudosymmetry analysis the present tool appeared extremely valuable.
The general idea
An extremely simple (nonetheless effective) way to disclose pseudosymmetries derived from the simplest operations, viz. inversion, twofold rotations (either 2 or 2 1 ), mirrors, glides, inversion centres, cell halving/doubling, cell centring etc., consists of evaluating the pattern defined by the mid-points between assumed equivalent atoms in the moieties involved. The facts on which this observation is based are summarized in Table 1 , where the different types of symmetry relationships (when parallel or normal to a nearly orthogonal crystallographic frame) are described.
The interpretation is straightforward. Let us analyze, for instance, the line for the 'Screw axis' entry (//b), which gives the general expression for the symmetry operation corresponding to a twofold screw parallel to b, at x = u and z = w, with an s shift along b. The two related positions will be (x, y, z) and (2u À x, s + y, 2w À z), fulfilling the following conditions: half-sum = u,R,w and difference = R,s,R 0 (R and R 0 are any values, with no particular significance). If the values of these half-sums and differences are averaged over the whole pseudosymmetrically related molecules, the values of u and w, as well as of s, will appear constrained to some specific values, with a low dispersion reflected in a rather small s.u. value (the better the pseudosymmetry, the smaller the s.u. value), while the nonrelevant R will stand apart with significant dispersions (viz. large s.u. values) .
If any of the pseudo-relationships mentioned therein is really present, some particular shapes ought to be found for the loci of these mid-points, viz. in the case of 2 or 2 1 , the midpoints should align as straight segments lying between related molecules, in the case of mirrors or glides, as planar arrays, in cases of unit-cell centring/halving, they will determine a ghost image of the molecules and for an inversion centre, the midpoints will bunch into a single point etc. (for an ideal example, see Fig. 2 ). Visual inspection of these arrays, and their corresponding recognition as some of the described patterns, when present, is straightforward and powerful, and combined with the analysis of the pair of molecules which cause them, it can be applied even in complicated cases.
A computer program (MP) has been prepared that implements this approach in a way amenable for the structure resolution stage, having a SHELXL .INS style file as input, with the only requirement being of having the molecules stacked one after the other and their atoms ordered in the same correlative fashion. This latter requirement is essential for a successful comparison, as has already been pointed out in Collins et al. (2006) .
In the MP analysis, molecules are renamed sequentially as A, B, C . . . , and their atoms in turn renamed as A01, A02, . . . , B01, B02 . . . , and C01, C02 . . . etc. The mid-point between atoms Ai and Bi is defined as a 'virtual atom' (i.e. AB01, AB02, . . . etc.). As previously stated, the input is a SHELXtype .INS file (MP_name.INS, possibly enlarged with as many symmetry-related molecules as needed). There are two types of output files, viz. MP_name.LST, where the possible symmetry elements are 'guessed' through the evaluation of the mid-sums and differences of coordinates, as well as their dispersions (usually effective with a quasi-orthogonal axis), and a second (MP_name.RES) in the form of a SHELXL .RES file which includes all the mid-points (in the form of pseudoatoms) and, if so asked for, the original molecules. This file is meant for visual inspection of the mid-point arrays, via suitable software 1 and can be extremely effective in the detection of pseudosymmetry. In case of doubt with a particular array, there is the possibility of asking for the generation of particular .RES files including only one pair of molecules and the corresponding mid-points they give rise to (e.g. Ai, Bi, ABi, i = 1, N atoms). These (much smaller) .RES files are named in accordance with the molecules analyzed (viz. AB.RES etc.).
As an example, a test case is presented, with data taken from the CSD (refcode HEFNEO; Zhang et al., 2017) , where all eight molecules in a Pbcn structure are included. The results are summarized in Fig. 3 . The corresponding symmetry operations linking molecules are easily picked up, and recognized as REAL operations by the MP procedure. Even if the detection of REAL symmetry operations is not the aim of the method, the example clearly shows the way it works. The input and output for the HEFNEO case are included in the supporting information (file SM0). The remaining test cases discussed in the paper provide further insight into the real possibilities of the method.
As previously stated, in favourable cases, where the orthogonality requirements are (exactly or nearly so) complied with, this analysis can be made automatic in an extremely simple nondemanding fashion through the MP_name.LST output, and the way it works will be better understood by its application to real examples.
3. Case studies 3.1. Case study 1. Latent pseudosymmetries further expressed as real ones after a phase transition Boldyreva and co-workers (Drebushchak et al., 2011) reported a single-crystal X-ray diffraction study of the form of chlorpropamide, which goes though three different forms:
We have applied the MP procedure to all three forms, detecting in a straightforward way the real symmetry elements in each space group, as well as those operations suggested as pseudo ones, which were further transformed into real crystallographic ones in the subsequent III $ II and II $ I structural phase transitions. The supporting information (file SM1) shows in detail the output for these analyses, where all the molecules in the unit cell have been included in the input file. Fig. 4 , in turn, provides diagrams for the real symmetry (in black) or pseudosymmetry (in red) operations found in each case in the conventional form for the corresponding space groups (viz. P2/n for III, with its a axis doubled, P2/c for II and Pbcn for I). A simplified view of the mid-point loci corresponding to rotations, screws and inversions, in order to show the correspondence, have also been included (the more complex loci for glides and cell duplications have been excluded for clarity). Table 1 Analytical form for the half-sum and difference of coordinates associated with different symmetry operations.
Half-sum Difference
The main achievements exemplified in this example (solved automatically without the need to resort to the 'pattern recognition' of mid-point geometry) can be summarized as follows:
(i) In structure III, all the real symmetry operations in the P2/n space group are found.
(ii) All the remaining pairwise interactions are interpreted as pseudosymmetry operations, many of them (including cell halving) further realized as real ones in P2/c (structure II) after the III $ II transformation has taken place.
(iii) More striking yet, those not interpreted either as real symmetry operations in P2/n or pseudosymmetry operations further transformed into real ones in P2/c (a axis halved) are in fact real operations in Pbcn, the final stage after II $ I: thus, these relationships were already present (though in a latent fashion) even at low temperature, and the program detected them in a straightforward way.
A similar conclusion can be made in the analysis of II in its relationship to I. In the case of I, only real symmetry elements were found, as expected from the terminal link of the transformation chain.
Departures from expected geometries in some of the midpoints in Fig. 4 (e.g. the case involving molecules F and L, and the corresponding FL pairs, expected to be straight segments representing screw axis) can be understood through inspection of the inset in the figure [ showing the atoms labelled F(i) and L(i) and their FL(i) mid-points] which discloses that the most conspicuous deviations from the expected straight line are due to the relative distortion of the tails at sites 16 and 17. It is interesting to note that this deformation present in the FL(i) mid-points in III is not present in II, confirming that both moieties end up aligning their tails after the phase transformation. (Full details are available in file SM1 in the supporting information.)
We are now in a position to analyze different cases in the literature, mainly chosen so as to show some particular aspect of the method and the information which can be gathered from its use.
Case studies 2. Miscellaneous examples of pseudosymmetries
3.2.1. Case study (2a) (LEBQIV; Bume et al., 2017 ; full details are available in file SM2a in the supporting information). In cases of severe departures from orthogonality, the automatic symmetry detection in MP_name.LST may fail, turning inspection of the MP_name.RES file mandatory. Doing so, it usually allows a reference frame transformation to be obtained, which leads to a new description (perhaps only local and noncrystallographic) where, for instance, the pseudo-twofold axis appears parallel to the (new) cell axis, and where an MP_name.LST output could be now easily interpreted. In these cases, and in order to facilitate pattern recognition, it is sometimes useful to analyze an edited MP_name.RES file with all mid-points defining two-dimensional (2D) or three-dimensional (3D) patterns (cell halving/ doubling, mirrors, glides) being eliminated and keeping just those corresponding to twofold or screw axis (one-dimensional, 1D) or inversion (zero-dimensional, 0D) which, due to (2) and (3) show the mid-points corresponding to inversion centres (single points AB, CD, EF and GH) or twofold/screw axis (straight lines AC, BD, EG, FH, AE, BF, CG, DH, AG, BH, CE and DF), while the remaining three, i.e. (4), (5) and (6) their much simpler geometry, appear as the most eyecatching substructures in the whole set, and thus easier to recognize.
An example of this latter situation is the Z 0 = 4 structure reported with CSD refcode LEBQIV (Bume et al., 2017) (corresponding to c 0 ) coincides with a twinning operation reported by the authors in the original article.
An MP run on this (cell transformed) structure discloses these three families of 2 1 axis, which after an adequate origin shift leads to a (pseudo)-P2 1 2 1 2 1 description of the problem. When the corresponding P2 1 2 1 2 1 symmetry operations are included in the .RES file, and the molecules in the unit cell forced to 'collapse' by symmetry, the results presented in Fig. SM2a (see supporting information) are obtained: in a first order approximation, the four original molecules coalesce into one single (though 'blurred') bunch (a). However, in a second order approximation, two differentiated groups can be observed, each with a perfect internal matching, with only a slight spatial mismatch between groups, the differences arising mainly from the a halving operation linking units A and B.
In this case, the V 0 = 1 2 V and the resulting P2 1 2 1 2 1 pseudospace group metrically abide to the real crystal system, telling us of a possible frustrated symmetry which may realize into a real one (through a structural phase transformation with minimal crystal distortion) or may never do so (due to a panoply of different impeding factors). Unfortunately, our 'post mortem' analysis cannot tell us about the way the story proceeds: only having the samples at hand and performing the required experiments would provide the correct answer, and this is possibly the real advantage of having a simple detection tool at hand in the early stages of work. Two (010) views of the structure showing the 2 1 loci defining the new orthorhombic unit cell for (a) molecules and mid-points, and (b) midpoints only. (c) The relative orientations of the two space groups: in black, the original structure (P2 1 ), and in red, the pseudosymmetric one (P2 1 2 1 2 1 ). Symmetry symbols in black denote real operations and in red, those found through the MP procedure.
Figure 6
Three different views along the three unit-cell axes, showing the twofold/ screw mid-points. Note that there are no traces of any [010] axis, as would be expected for a genuine pseudo-tetragonal pseudosymmetry.
( Fig. 6 ), however, clearly shows that there are only three families of pseudo-axis, i.e. parallel to [100], [110] and [110] , but no trace of any [010] one can be found, as would be expected for a pseudo-tetragonal pseudosymmetry, thus confirming this to be a case where metrics and structure do not correlate. Cherepanov et al., 2009 ; full details are available in file SM2c in the supporting information). On occasions, it is not just the disposition of the pseudo-axis which suggests a unit-cell transformation, but instead the existence of some particular directions with cell halving and/or fractional shifts (e.g. [Throughout this work, any mention to an F c 2 * data set will refer to that calculated by PLATON out of the original .CIF file, using the HKLF-gener(ation) tool.] However, this near compliance to the P2 1 /n space group makes CUGBIQ a candidate for phase transformation on increasing temperature. Relative orientation of the original P2 1 cell (in black) and the pseudo-P2 1 /c one (in red). Real symmetry elements are drawn in black and pseudo-elements in red.
Case study (2c) (CUGBIQ;

Figure 7
Relative orientation of the original P1 cell (in black) and the pseudo-P2 1 /n one (in red). Real symmetry elements are drawn in black and pseudo-elements in red.
Figure 9
Relative positions of the two space groups: in black, the original structure (P2 1 ) and in red, the pseudosymmetric one (P2 1 /a). Symmetry symbols in black are the real ones and those in red are those found through the MP procedure, further transformed into real symmetry operations through the phase transition. (2) and R orig = 0.039]. COBJIM presents a number of pseudosymmetry elements, suggesting (as in all previous cases) a possible structural transformation (to P2 1 /a, with c cell halving) at higher temperatures (Fig. 9) .
The difference with respect to what has been discussed so far resides in the fact that, in this case, the point had effectively been detected by the authors and the existence of the forecast transition confirmed somewhere between 150 and 180 K. The reported cell at 150 K (P2 1 ) was: a = 9.460 (2), b = 11.145 (3), c = 10.448 (2) Å and = 114.07 (2) , while that at 180 K (P2 1 /a) was: a = 9.521 (3) Fig. SM2f_1(d) (see  supporting information) , when the three real P2 1 2 1 2 1 symmetry operations are applied: the four independent units split into two groups, in turn related by further, much more diffusely defined, noncrystallographic operations.
3.2.7. Case study (2g) (ABIRIP; Dostie et al., 2016 ; full details are available in file SM2g in the supporting information). This is an interesting example of how the system may suggest obvious paths which end up being wrong, and which should always be analyzed with care, but sometimes allowing less obvious, but perhaps more reliable, schemes to be found.
In and R orig = 0.0347], when MP is applied to a complete .RES file, the resulting MP_ABIRIP.LST output discloses (in addition to the real 2 1 rotation along [010]), a number of pseudointeractions, viz. a (very nearly perfect) cell centring, a twofold rotation along [010] and an inversion centre and a set of c/n glides normal to [010] (Fig. 10a) . However, these findings disagree with the fact that the original Z 0 = 4 group is enantiopure (viz. it has a uniform 'S' character), thus making the inversion and glide operations unacceptable. Only translation centring and rotations/screws ought to be allowed for a trustable pseudosymmetry scheme.
If only the centring and the 2 and 2 1 axes along [010] are considered, a C 2 description is found (Fig. 10b) , and the adherence to this pseudosymmetry can be assessed by the way in which the four independent molecules collapse into two when the twofold rotation is applied, as shown in Fig. SM2g (see supporting information). But there is more: if the spatial arrangement of the mid-points is analyzed, what is shown in Fig. 11 is observed. (In the figure, lower case letters refer to the original cell, while capital letters denote an alternative reference frame.) View (b) in Fig. 10 , down A = b, suggests, in addition to the genuine 2 1 coming outwards, the presence of two sets of pseudo-twofold/screw axis lying in the (010) , for which an eventual orthorhombic pseudosymmetry is probable.
The complex pseudosymmetry relationships linking molecules can be analyzed more easily in a pairwise fashion, taking two molecules at a time, as well as the mid-points they generate (files XY.RES, including atoms Xnm and Ynm, and their mid-points, as pseudoatoms XYnm)
Thus, the initial ambivalence between twofold and screws can be sorted out to end up with possible symmetry/pseudosymmetry elements distributed as shown in (2) and R orig = 0.0473]. This originally Z 0 = 4 structure presents an unusual set of pseudosymmetries which splits the four molecules into two groups, with local pseudosymmetries corresponding to P1 (cell halved along b) and to a variant of P2 1 /c, with [100] as the unique axis and [010] as the glide shift direction in the second (Fig. 12) . These two well-differentiated arrays are sustained by a number of strong N-HÁ Á ÁN/O hydrogen bonds, described in detail in the original publication. These interactions, internal to each group, result in physical chains running along [010] . This is a typical case where the pseudosymmetry types (intrinsically incompatible) cannot be turned into real ones through a phase transition. . However, the presumed screw, even if extremely well defined (Fig. 13) , was confirmed to be only local, due to its fractional shift, and not compatible with the unit-cell dimensions. 
Figure 14
The mid-point loci in ABAVOQ.
incompatible both with each other and with the crystal translation requirements (Fig. 14) . The first one abides with the reported almost monoclinic cell, providing some kind of 'local' P2 1 /n environment, though inconsistent with the unitcell translations. A second set of 2 1 axes appears along the [110] and [110] diagonals, at an angle of 89.6
, thus suggesting a sort of pseudo-orthorhombic pseudosymmetry and making the whole scheme extremely difficult to analyze. (Fig. 15) . This eminently local character is assessed both by the heterodox positions, as well as the nonstandard shifts of the screws, which are not compatible with the original translation symmetry.
3.3. Case study 3: some (probably) ill refined structures in the literature Finally, as an unwitting by-product of our analysis of Z 0 = 4 structures in the CSD we came across a number of (probably) ill-determined space groups which, when correctly assigned (MP and ADDSYM agree on this point) reduced the problems to much simpler higher-symmetry ones, usually with The disposition of the mid-point loci in AWUZIB.
Z 0 = 1. In an article with a similar revision scope to the present section, Professor Richard Marsh stated (Marsh, 2000) : 'Perhaps a word of caution is in order: there may be danger in assuming that the symmetry of a reported structure should be revised without access to the basic experimental data. However, the danger seems minimal in the present case, where the reported structure conforms to the higher symmetry within such small deviations. ' In fact, this plausibility criterion applies to all the suspected ill-refined structures analyzed in this work and deposited as files SM3a to SM3h in the supporting information, viz. (3a) CSD refcode ADUVEA (Usuda et al., 2002) , (3b) BEYVEH01 (Akkurt et al., 2007) , (3c) CUNBET (Popsavin et al., 2009) , (3d) LOPLEJ (Long et al., 2014) , (3e) CUQCAU02 (Suizu et al., 2015) , (3f) SAGDUA (Yamada et al., 2004) , (3g) AHEDAU (Naik et al., 2015) and (3h) MEWMUY (Praveen et al., 2013) .
In all these cases, adherence to the higher symmetry is apparent and fully supports the higher-symmetry hypothesis. In some of them, further proof is found in the CSD [e.g. case SM3b, reported as Z 0 = 4, space group P1, in Akkurt et al. Finally, cases SM3g and SM3h (published in IUCr journals and thus having the original .HKL data sets available) provided incontrovertible experimental evidence, since the corresponding refinement of both models (Z 0 = 4 versus Z 0 = 1) left no doubt whatsoever about the validity of the higher symmetry model.
Comparative summary
As a way to evaluate the pros and cons of the procedure, a direct comparison of the results obtained with MP against those provided by ADDSYM (perhaps the most popular tool for a similar scope) will be presented. Even if the number of cases is small, the results of the comparison are illuminating.
2
There are 10 cases where both programs ended up with similar results, viz. 9 of them where ADDSYM was run with default values [COBJIM (case 2e), ADUVEA (3a), BEY-VEH02 (3b), CUNBET (3c), LOPLEJ (3d), CUQCAU02 (3e; although the P2 1 , Z 0 = 4 structure is probably correct), SAGDUA (3f), AHEDAU (3g) and MEWMUY (3h)] and one structure where ADDSYM needed to be run with increased tolerances [i.e. ADDSYM 2 1 1 1: CUJYIR (2d)].
In a further eight cases, MP detected pseudosymmetry while ADDSYM (with increased tolerances) presented a slightly lower performance, either by just investigating possible higher symmetry while issuing no warnings [four cases: BEDMIG12 (1b), ATIYEJ (2b), CUGBIQ (2c) and ABIRIP (2g)] or by simply issuing no warnings whatsoever [four cases: BEDMIG11 (1a), LEBQIV (2a), ABAVOQ (2j) and AWUZIB (2k)].
There were structures for which ADDSYM (increased tolerances) issued a false warning [viz. CAZSIH (2f) ], or where it recommended P2 1 /c for an enantiomerically pure material.
Some further miscellaneous discrepancies were noted: (i) In BOVDAS (case 2h), ADDSYM investigated a [010]/2 pseudotranslation (and rejected it, as appropriate), but the output from MP was more informative.
(ii) In MAYKOP (2i), ADDSYM (increased tolerances) suggested P1 at the 84% level but the material is enantiopure. The new program described instead an approximate translation and an approximate local 2 1 axis.
Thus, in about half of the cases analyzed, MP seemed to give extra information to that supplied by ADDSYM. Thus, an optimistic summary would state that the new program herein presented can in fact be a useful informative complement in the study of pseudosymmetry.
Conclusions
The analysis of the few Z 0 = 4 cases above exemplify the extremely simple ideas underlying this work, as well as the information that can be expected to be gained through its use, in the way of a pictorial insight on possible pseudosymmetries. The Z 0 = 4 cases herein examined could be regarded as 'medium complexity' ones, since Fig. 1 shows that much more cumbersome situations have been reported (up to Z 0 = 56). In any case, they statistically follow an interesting trend: if the N versus Z 0 plot in Fig. 1 is considered, it can be seen that the data therein appear in a decreasing curve, with bumps at Z 0 = 2n and, more conspicuous yet, at Z 0 = 4n, showing that in these Z 0 > 1 structures, the independent molecules tend to group into pairs, or eventually quartets. This pairing strongly suggests a pseudosymmetry relationship rather than mere randomness.
In many of these cases, as already commented on, pseudosymmetry is just a local property which applies individually in the restricted realm of each unit cell but does not extend to the complete structure as a whole, due to incompatibility with the lattice or crystal system requirements. There are other cases, however, where the perfectly identifiable pseudo-space groups abide with the latter requirements, and the possibility of a phase transformation changing pseudosymmetry into real symmetry is a possibility. In this regard, the inclusion of an intuitive graphical tool to the pre-existing artillery for pseudosymmetry analysis can be an aid in promoting its effective evaluation while still possible (and useful), viz. when the samples are still available and the interest in the subject is still fresh, and not performed in a post mortem fashion, as in the present database evaluation.
The MP program in its present version, even if not intended for distribution, is available for the interested reader at the website http://www.tandar.cnea.gov.ar/$baggio.
